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i With non-linearity there is no consistent relationship between causes and effects (Urry 2005: 238). The 
numbers of cause-effect relations are so huge, that we cannot make any theoretical suggestion about 
future effects. So classic causation doesn’t work here. A cause may have several effects at different time – 
and effects may come from a long range of causes at different time in history – some more important than 
others (Harrison p. 12). Basically this makes complex systems unpredictable. Complex adaptive systems 
can be, at least temporarily, in equilibrium. But it is never lasting. Stability is always emerging – but it 
will erode again. Adding to this, the system also contains multiple equlibria – multiple islands of order 
within a sea of increasing disorder (Urry 2000: 248). 
ii March argues that actions in organizations are a trade off between the two logics of action: exploitation 
and exploration Exploitation is actions like routine based behaviour, formal rules, routine and efficiency. 
Exploration is actions like experiments, change, innovation and routine breaking behaviour. (See March 
1991). 
iii This type of analysis comes close to the CRP-approach, where Stacey focus on ideology, constituted by 
norms and values. Norms are “obligatory restrictions which have emerged as generalizations and become 
habitual in a history of social interaction” (Stacey 2006:  6). In other words norms take the form of 






or norms rather than another.” They are “opening up opportunities for action” (Stacey 2006: 7). When 
actors tend to comply with a certain political idea or policy program, they create “cult values” (Stacey 
2006: 7). In others words values take the form of drivers for emerging strategic patterns. Here we will not 
make such a sharp distinction between norms and values. Like institutions as such they can both be 
drivers and barriers for emerging strategic patterns. See also Klijn (2008: 308) for a comparison between 
complexity and institutional theory. 
iv They are not just public administration models. Both models can also be seen as broad far-reaching 
emergent strategic patterns in themselves, or in short – movements that connect politicians and 
administrators. 
